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PRESS RELEASE 

 

From Highlighter to Creative Tool: STABILO BOSS 
ORIGINAL now Available as a Versatile Black Marker 
 

 
 

The iconic highlighter STABILO BOSS ORIGINAL has increasingly evolved to become a creative 

tool. The new STABILO BOSS ORIGINAL with black ink takes this development even further. 

This exciting addition is color number 30 in a broad range of STABILO BOSS ORIGINAL colors. 

 

BOSS ORIGINAL Surprises with Black Ink 

A black marker is a surprising addition to our BOSS ORIGINAL range, but this versatile tool adds a bold 

and captivating touch to any creative project. Its rich, deep black ink allows for smooth and precise lines, 

making it ideal for shading, adding depth, and creating striking contrasts. Whether you’re sketching, 

illustrating, or working on mixed-media projects, the black marker offers endless possibilities for 

expressing your creativity. 
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In addition to its artistic applications, the black marker serves a practical purpose in everyday life. Its 

black ink provides an effective solution for crossing off information or tasks on to-do lists, enabling easy 

organization and priority setting.  

 

A High-quality German Product – Naturally! 

Of course, STABILO BOSS ORIGINAL in black also offers the kind of remarkable features that enhance 

your productivity and ease of use. Thanks to the innovative anti-dry-out technology, you can confidently 

leave the cap off for as long as 24 hours. With the black ink, you needn’t worry about the pen drying 

out. This feature ensures that you can concentrate on your work without interruptions, providing a 

seamless creative experience. 

 

STABILO BOSS ORIGINAL is a true multitasker, featuring a chisel tip that allows for two line widths: 2 

mm and 5 mm. This versatility makes it perfect for various applications, from precise to bold lines. The 

water-based ink ensures smooth and consistent ink laydown in brilliant black. 

As with all STABILO BOSS ORIGINAL products, the new black marker embodies exceptional German 

craftsmanship and quality. Every pen is meticulously crafted to deliver optimal performance, ensuring a 

reliable and satisfying user experience. 

 

To explore the full range of STABILO BOSS ORIGINAL colors and the all-new black marker, and to stay 

updated on the latest news and product releases, please visit www.stabilo.com. 

 

 

About STABILO 

STABILO International is one of the leading manufacturers of writing instruments in Europe and continues to set 

standards with products for writing, painting & drawing and highlighting. Examples include the classics sold by 

the billions worldwide, such as the STABILO BOSS highlighter, the STABILO point 88 fine liner and many other 

pens for colorful and creative design. Recently, our expertise in the digital field has resulted in a diagnostic tool 

with pen and app that help teachers analyze and improve writing skills. 

 

http://www.stabilo.com/

